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Welcome to STandUP for Wind

The future expansion of wind power in Sweden faces many challenges. New knowledge and

competences are needed for businesses and government agencies to be able to success-

fully integrate electricity from wind power into the electrical network in an optimal way, to find

suitable areas for building wind power parks and to place the turbines to best utilize wind condi-

tions. STandUP for Wind is a research centre profiled towards planning and establishing wind

energy in the Swedish electrical network. The centre is a collaboration between KTH, Uppsala

University, SLU and LTU as part of the government’s strategic STandUP for Energy research

area. With our interdisciplinary work we aim to enable more wind power to be placed into

the Swedish electrical network. We will do this by responding to relevant questions regarding

how to plan for wind power in the best ways possible within our research areas. The centre

has a turnover of approximately 40 million Swedish crowns for it’s research, education and

communication activities and involves nearly 70 persons.

In this catalogue, we have gathered short abstracts for our ongoing projects. For more infor-

mation please contact me or the corresponding project leader.

For more information, please visit

www.standupforwind.se

Professor Stefan Ivanell

Director, STandUP for Wind

stefan@standupforwind.se

´
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Farmblockage - validation of model possibilities

S. Ivanell, A. Segalini
Funding: Swedish Energy Agency

Wind farm blockage is a multifaceted phenomenon consisting of a combination of several ef-

fects from the induction of individual wind turbines to large-scale atmospheric conditions that

control mixing and flow patterns. Due to the complexity, there is a lack of consensus in the

industry in how blockage should be calculated. The models that are applied have varying abil-

ity to handle the different parts of the problem. The overarching goals of the project are to

create an increased understanding of the underlying phenomena that create wind farm block-

age. This includes identifying the most important effects, quantifying its potential impact on

blockage, and evaluating the models and methods required to calculate expected blockage on

a future wind farm. This project will be of great importance to the industry’s ability to assess

third party calculations of blocking effects of which they are highly dependent and where there

is great uncertainty today.
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GoSET – High-Fidelity Wind Farm Simulations for a Sus-

tainable Energy System on Gotland

S. Ivanell, H. Korb
Funding: Uppsala University

The island of Gotland will be the first region in Sweden to be powered solely by renewable

energy. The vast majority of electricity will be supplied by wind energy, with a swath of new

wind farms being planned around the island with ever increasing size. These farms push the

boundaries of current wind farm simulation capabilities. The lattice Boltzmann method (LBM)

is a new approach to wind farm modelling that can significantly reduce the computational cost

of high-fidelity simulations of large wind farms. This project aims at building an LBM framework

for conducting wind farm simulations, explore wind farm control methods and model the future

energy system on Gotland.
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HiFiWake - Enabling High-fidelity Wind Farm Modelling

for Industrial Applications

S. Ivanell, H. Asmuth
Funding: Swedish Energy Agency

The complexity of Northern European wind conditions and new grid requirements for wind farm

control challenge the state of industrial wind farm modelling. High-fidelity large-eddy simulation

(LES) is considered the most accurate tool for such modelling tasks. However, the immense

computational demand of the method limits the use of LES to fundamental academic studies.

The lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) states an alternative to classical LES approaches and

offers a significantly higher computational efficiency. This project will close remaining gaps in

the wind-energy-specific modelling capabilities of LBM models. The resulting LBM framework

will finally bridge the gap between academic high-fidelity modelling and the industrial practice.

This holds the potential for notable uncertainty reductions in power and load estimation that will

directly benefit a resource and cost-efficient wind power development. The goal of the project

is to develop and validate a GPU (Graphic Processor Unit)-based LBM-LES (Lattice-Boltzmann

Method - Large Eddy Simulation) model as a basis for a new wind farm modelling framework.
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Systematic prediction of wind farm wakes: an emerging

challenge in offshore wind sector

S. Ivanell, M. Bastankhah
Funding: Uppsala - Durham joint Seedcorn

Offshore wind has grown exponentially over the past decade and is expected to become one of

the major sources of renewables in both UK and Sweden within the next decade. To meet this

target, many new offshore wind farms will be installed in finite offshore areas with favourable

conditions. This will arise an important question about the interaction of neighbouring wind

farms with each other, which is far from being well understood. In this collaborative project, we

aim at pooling our knowledge and resources to systematically study and model this problem

using our cutting-edge experimental, numerical, and theoretical tools. Outcomes of this project

will improve our capabilities to predict and optimise performance of offshore wind plants.
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Hydrogen-based ferry operations

B. Samuelsson, S. Ivanell
Funding: Swedish Energy Agency

Using hydrogen as an energy carrier has been known since long ago. However, the use of

hydrogen as an energy carrier in a large ferry has so far not been tried in practice. With this

project, we intend to evaluate the possibilities of using green hydrogen as a fossil-free ma-

rine fuel. The project will evaluate various technical solutions both on board the ship and in

the complete supply system, including production of renewable electricity from wind energy.

The goal is to present a complete, sustainable and reliable system stretching from wind en-

ergy produced hydrogen to end-user. This includes infrastructure solutions and requirements.

This project includes a scenario to provide hydrogen fuel from wind energy to be used by the

next generations Gotland ferries and investigate how to integrate this in to the Gotland energy

system as a whole.
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Atmospheric Flow Loads and Power for Wind Energy -

FLOW

S. Ivanell, H. Olivares Espinosa
Funding: European Commission

The development of the wind energy industry has given place to an increasing capability to

build larger wind turbines. The scale of the upcoming generation of rotors is so large that they

will face an increasing range of atmospheric events that belong to the uppermost regions of

the boundary layer. Some of these are categorized as extreme events, due to the decremental

effect on the wind energy production and the performance of the wind parks. Despite the

name, these can appear with certain regularity in the particular conditions of Northern Europe

and more specifically, of the Baltic Sea. Examples of these are low-level jets and shallow

boundary layers. Other events such as blockage and park wakes are related to the increase

density of wind farms, and individual turbines therein, which also have a decreasing effect

on the energy production and even more so when coupled with the atmospheric phenomena.

Flow is an EU-project starting 2023 with a consortium containing DTU (coordinator), Uppsala

university and leading academic institutions and industrial forerunners.
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Aerodynamic force modelling through the double wake

model

E. Andersson
Funding: Uppsala University

For design and development of wind turbines, it is crucial to be able to determine the forces

on the turbine blades both accurately and effectively. However, simulations of full turbines

using traditional CFD methods are very computationally expensive. To save simulation time,

simplified models using angle of attack and wind speeds are used to predict the blade forces

from experimental measurements of lift and drag coefficients. For example, this is the case

in the actuator line model. However, the empirical models only allow simulation of previously

known and tested airfoils. Furthermore, the empirical models perform poorly for cases with

dynamic stall, for example due to turbulence or varying angles of attack which is the case

for the vertical axis turbines. To circumvent the restriction of empirical models, this project

aims to determine the forces on the blades numerically. The project uses an approach which

has yielded successful results in the aircraft industry for stationary flows, and is based on the

boundary layer equations. This method will be coupled with the vortex method to create a

model where the boundary layer equations describe the attached flow and vortices describe

the separated flow. This model has the potential to evaluate the friction drag and the separation

point for new airfoil shapes without need for calibration of airfoil specific parameters, while still

running faster than a traditional CFD method. This creates the possibility to find optimized

airfoil shapes for turbines and study complex airflow patterns created by interacting turbines,

thus improving the potential energy production for wind power.
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IEA task 47 - Turbinia

S. Ivanell
Funding: Swedish Energy Agency

The objective of the IEA (International Energy Agency) Task 47 can be considered the succes-

sor to IEA Wind TCP Tasks 14,18, 20 and 29. All these Tasks focused on detailed aerodynamic

wind turbine measurements. The first three phases of Task 29 (often denoted as Mexnext-I to

III) ran from September 2008 until 2017. They analyzed the wind tunnel measurements which

became available in 2006 within the EU project Mexico and in the later New Mexico project

which was carried out in 2014.

The fourth phase of task 29 aimed at improvements of aerodynamic models for wind turbine

design codes, the goal is now reached by means of full-scale field measurements from the

Danish Danaero experiment on a 2MW turbine.

The Swedish participation connects ongoing national projects with the international collabora-

tion within task 47. The project manager for the Swedish activities, Stefan Ivanell, is responsi-

ble for coordination between task 47 and task 31.
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NextFarm

S. Ivanell
Funding: The research Council of Norway

This project is a collaboration between IFE, NTNU, Uppsala University, NREL, Equinor, Aibel

and Norconsult.

NEXTFARM is a project where we develop the next generation tools that will allow for highly

realistic yet practical engineering simulations of each individual turbine in a farm during its life

time.

The tools that are developed are both very accurate and fast for simulating the loads and

performance for all the individual wind turbines in a farm. The tools that are developed can

produce state of the art accuracy simulations for all turbines in a farm at near real time speed.

The industry benefits are; to be able to design wind farms with lower LCOE (Levelized Cost

of Energy), better operation of wind farm by considering hourly wear and production of the

individual turbines vs. the electricity price at that time and to get the most out of an existing

farm by life time and life time extension planning and control.
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Wind Power in Swedish Forest Conditions

S. Ivanell, J. Arnqvist, H. Olivares-Espinosa
Funding: Swedish Energy Agency

The project aims at studying wind and turbulence conditions above Swedish forested land-

scapes with respect to wind power. Conditions are dynamically very complex due to patchy

forested landscape, often with complex topography. Uncertainties have been reduced with in-

creased knowledge as well as through the experience from existing projects. Despite of that

there are many knowledge gaps left as well as a concern of excessive loads. In this application

we suggest focusing our research at filling those gaps. Previous projects have yielded a lot of

data as well as model comparisons (e.g. benchmarks). We would like to continue our work

through: 1) Complementing turbulence measurements at a forest research station in northern

Sweden which already has extensive measurements. 2) Further develop techniques for Sodar

and Lidar in forested areas. 3) Development of dedicated forest models using open source

platforms that will allow for studies of the resource, production, loads and wakes.
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SAVANT - SAVoniusturbine for ANTarctica

H. Bernhoff
Funding: STandUP for Energy, Swedish Research Council, National
Science Foundation

SAVANT - SAVoniusturbine for ANTarctic conditions. In the RNO-G (The Radio Neutrino Ob-

servatory in Greenland) project for detecting high energy neutrinos in the ice, there is a need

for powering the measurement equipment during the entire year. As solar panels cannot be

used in the winter during the polar night, this project aims a powering the detectors using a

small scale Savonius wind turbine, and test turbines have been installed and their performance

is currently being evaluated. This project offers unique challenges, both to operate in this ex-

treme environment, but because the measurement equipment for the neutrinos is very sensi-

tive, and the turbine therefore has to operate very quietly and not cause any electromagnetic

interference.
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The Marsta vertical axis test site

H. Bernhoff
Funding: STandUP for Energy, Swedish Research Council, Swedish En-
ergy Agency, Uppsala University

Several turbines are tested: A 12 kW vertical axis test turbine was constructed 2006 in Marsta,

north of Uppsala. The turbine has a cross-sectional area of 30 m2 and a hub height of 5 m. A

tandem SAVANT @ 100 W for RNO-G (The Radio Neutrino Observatory in Greenland). The

vertical axis designs allows for the elimination of any yaw mechanism, and as the generator is

capable of controlling the turbine in any operating condition, power regulation can be performed

directly by the generator without the need of a pitch mechanism. This allows for the elimination

of many of the components that normally cause failures, giving a very robust design.

The test turbines are used for experimental measurements. The turbines are also used to

study the implementation of control systems and the interaction between the generator and

the turbine.

M Rossander, A Goude & S Eriksson, “Critical speed control for a fixed blade variable speed

wind turbine” Energies 10 (11), 1699

E Dyachuk, M Rossander, A Goude & H Bernhoff, “Measurements of the aerodynamic normal

forces on a 12-kW straight-bladed vertical axis wind turbine” Energies 8 (8), 8482-8496
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Vortex methods for wind turbine simulations

A. Goude
Funding: Uppsala University

Simulations of wind turbines using traditional CFD methods can be very time-consuming due

to the large variations in scales that has to be resolved, from the flow in the boundary layer

of the blade, to the interaction between turbines in wind farms. For design studies, there is a

need for simplified models that quickly can evaluate a turbine design. One of these methods is

the vortex method, which is based on directly modelling the vortices instead of the wind speed.

As the vortices are concentrated in the wake, this allows for a more efficient discretization of

the domain, and the conservation laws for vorticity makes the simulations less sensitive to

numerical diffusion, which allows for a lower resolution of the simulation domain.

The aim is to create a simulation model that is more efficient than the methods commonly used

today, and hence is more suitable when iterating through many designs. The main focus for the

model is the prediction of forces on the turbine blade, and the performance of the turbine. The

research is primary focused on modelling vertical axis turbines, which due to their complicated

flow patterns require models that a proper flow model (although the method can be applied to

horizontal axis turbines as well). The model is well suited for complex geometries, such as the

interaction between struts and blades, which appears for the vertical axis turbine design.

E. Dyachuk & A. Goude, “Numerical Validation of a Vortex Model against Experimental Data

on a Straight-Bladed Vertical Axis Wind Turbine” Energies 8 (10), 11800-11820.
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Aerodynamics of vertical axis wind turbines

V. Mendoza
Funding: Uppsala University

The fluid mechanics of vertical axis wind turbines (VAWTs) is characterized by complex and

unsteady three-dimensional phenomena, which presents considerable challenges both for nu-

merical modeling and measurements. Nowadays, there is a need to overcome the lack of

understanding of the phenomena involved in VAWTs aerodynamics. Standard fully resolved

models have large computational costs since they have to solve the governing equations in

local highly refined grid regions close to the blade boundary layers. This fact restricts the im-

plementation of the model for a solution in a large scale facility (wind farms, for example), due

to its nonviable calculation time.

An actuator line model (ALM) has been used for the modeling part of the main phenomena

involved in the aerodynamics of VAWTs. Qualitative and quantitative analyses of the flow

pattern (wake), forces on blades and rotor performance of VAWTs have been performed. Addi-

tionally, this unsteady model has been validated in a wide range of operational conditions. The

employed ALM is able to reproduce and evaluate the main phenomena involved of the flow

pattern of VAWTs, and it can be considered as a potential tool for VAWTs simulations.

V. Mendoza et al. “Near-wake flow simulation of a vertical axis turbine using an actuator line

model.” Wind Energy 22.2 (2019): 171-188.

V. Mendoza et al. “Performance and wake comparison of horizontal and vertical axis wind tur-

bines under varying surface roughness conditions” Wind Energy 22.4 (2019): 458-472.
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Aerodynamics and control of large wind farms

D. Micheletto, J. H. M. Fransson, A. Segalini
Funding: Swedish Energy Agency

The design of future and better-performing wind farms, able to produce more power per unit

land used, requires a deeper understanding of wake interactions and of the flow inside and

around the array. New experiments and simulations have recently demonstrated that the effi-

ciency of a wind farm can be increased by operating certain turbines in suboptimal conditions.

Introducing a yaw-angle misalignment, in fact, can deflect a turbine wake away from down-

stream rotors, resulting in a net gain in power production.

The present project aims at obtaining and validating a control strategy for a wind-farm model,

consisting of 20 turbines, by means of wind-tunnel experiments. Each rotor will be controlled in

terms of yaw angle and tip-speed ratio, to find the best-performing farm configuration. Thrust

and power measurements will be complemented by flow-field data, which will deepen our un-

derstanding of how the turbulent mixing and the energy transfer from the atmospheric boundary

layer to the farm inner layer are affected by the operating conditions of the turbines.
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Interaction Between Wind Turbines Investigated by Spec-

tral Element Methods

V. G. Kleine, A. Hanifi, & D. S. Henningson
Funding: KTH

In the field of wind energy, there is a major demand to understand the fluid-dynamic interaction

between rotors at wind farms. For most wind farms, a considerable portion of the turbines

will be affected by the wake generated upstream for some wind directions, reducing power

production and increasing fatigue loads. However, the wake of a turbine is a complex fluid-

dynamic problem that is composed of a system of helical tip vortices, hub vortices and velocity

deficit.

In this context, the purpose of the project is to study the downstream evolution of the system

of vortices generated by the blades of a wind turbine and analyse the interaction of the wake

and vortices with following turbines. For this goal, we are applying hydrodynamic stability

analysis techniques to understand the dynamics of the wake and rely on a high-order spectral-

element code to solve the incompressible Navier-Stokes equation, coupled with the actuator-

line method for modelling the blades.

In the current study, we are interested in the interaction and instabilities of the flow of two in-line

wind turbines. Even with free-stream turbulence, the wake of the upstream turbine shows the

typical helical pattern of tip vortices, while the flow downstream of the second wind turbine is

already destabilized. We are investigating how the wake and vortex system of the upstream tur-

bine influences and possibly destabilizes that of the downstream turbine. The spectral-element

code Nek5000 is used in order to obtain a base state of the flow around the wind turbines. By

perturbing the tip vortices harmonically, we identify the dominant modes contributing to the

growth of instabilities that lead to a breakdown of the vortex system. Analytical methods are

also being developed to investigate the stability of this multiple helical vortex system. Future

development of the project involves applying this knowledge to control techniques in order to

modify the wake of wind turbines.
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Prediction of transition to turbulence in wind turbines

T. C. L. Fava, A. Hanifi, & D. S. Henningson
Funding: STandUP for Energy

Prediction of transition to turbulence in wind turbine blades plays a major role in the accurate

determination of aerodynamic loads and performance of wind turbines. While this assessment

may currently require detailed information of the mean-flow, obtained by means of costly nu-

merical simulations, the current project aims at providing reliable estimates for the transition

location with a faster and computationally less demanding method. In order to pursue this

goal, a model based on the boundary layer equations in a rotating frame of reference has

been developed to generate velocity profiles along the blade. This model allows obtaining an

approximation for the base-flow over a portion of the blade in a much faster way compared to

RANS simulations. The stability analysis, which provides an estimate for the transition location,

is subsequently carried out by providing the Parabolized Stability Equations (PSE) with the ve-

locity profiles previously obtained. This work has shown that the transition locations provided

by the developed model are close to those indicated by RANS computations using a database

method. Moreover, the increase of the rotation speed promotes an earlier transition, and flow

three-dimensionality has a stabilizing effect, delaying transition. Direct numerical simulations of

sections of a wind turbine using the pseudo-spectral code Nek5000 are currently being carried

out to better understand the mechanisms leading the flow to turbulence.
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Meteorological effects on wind resource calculations over

an enclosed sea - forecasting and climatology

E. Sahlée, S. Ivanell, H. Körnich
Funding: Swedish Energy Agency

The wind resource over sea is larger than over land, making offshore localization of wind

power attractive. Difficulties in more exact assessment of wind climate is due to factors such

as e.g. how the dynamic wave field shall be included in the calculations. Additionally, for

inland seas (Baltic Sea) the meteorological conditions differ from open sea conditions due to

the land proximity. This produces effects such as low-level jets, which have a major impact on

the wind resource since they may exists close to hub height. The ability of current operational

models to capture this feature in the offshore environment is still unclear. Here we conduct an

in-depth study of these factors for the Baltic Sea in order to recommend a best model set-up

for wind power applications. This includes both climatological wind resource calculations and

evaluation of short-term forecast with focus on low-level jets.
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Wind power in Swedish conditions - optimization of loads

and production

S. Ivanell
Funding: Swedish Energy Agency

The project aims at quantifying differences in power production and fatigue loads for wind

turbines placed in the Baltic sea and in forested, topographically-complex areas compared to

turbines placed offshore and in flat terrain. Based on these results, suggestions will be provided

on how to optimally site and operate turbines in these conditions. In order to be able to perform

these calculations, a new rotor model is required which can take into account the deformations

of the blades due to the increased wind shear, turbulence and other transient features of the

wind flow that characterize such regions. The results will contribute to the development and

optimal operation of wind energy projects in these areas as well as to the long term objectives

of a sustainable development of wind power in Swedish conditions.
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System Balancing at nearly 100% Renewable Genera-

tion

H. Nordström
Funding: Swedish Energy Agency, Svenska kraftnät

In a power system, there must always be balance between the supplied and the consumed

electricity. The challenge of maintaining the continuous balance will increase with integration

of variable renewable energy sources (VRES) and electrification of the society as; (i) there will

be higher variability in the net load due to larger fluctuations, (ii) there will be higher uncertainty

in the net load due to forecast errors and (iii) the system frequency will be more sensitive to

imbalances as there will be less inertia in the power system. In the Nordic countries, the

amount of wind and solar power is rapidly increasing which makes the continuous balancing

more challenging. However, there is also an increasing amount of flexible resources in the

power system that could contribute to keeping the continuous balance, like electric vehicles.

The aim of this project is to investigate how to keep the continuous balance in a cost-efficient

way in a future Nordic power system with nearly 100% renewable generation and a significantly

increased demand. The idea is to make use of hourly resolution long-term market simulations

to estimate the need of different types of balancing services by performing simulations with

higher resolution. The goal of the project is to develop methods to consider the continuous

balancing in studies of long-term power system scenarios.
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Using hydrogen electrolyzer power electronics to bal-

ance high share of wind power

M. Agredano-Torres, Q. Xu, L. Söder, A. Cornell
Funding: Swedish Energy Agency

Wind power has grown strongly in recent years and is expected to continue to increase signifi-

cantly. On the demand side, there is a strong trend with significantly more hydrogen electrolysis

in mainly the mining and steel industry. In a power system, a continuous balance is maintained

between production and consumption. In the Nordic power system, this is currently handled

mainly by hydropower. However, depending on the electrolysis technology and power electron-

ics interface to the power system, this flexible consumption could contribute significantly and

simplify the increase of large amounts of wind power. When the current plans for Hybrit and

other corresponding project are realized, this means several GW of fast and flexible consump-

tion and many days or weeks of storage. The aim of this project is to develop and evaluate

different types of power electronic interfaces, with and without batteries, suitable control mech-

anisms for system services and the value for wind power integration.
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Learning to run a Power System

X. Weiss, S. Mohammadi
Funding: KTH

The project examines how a Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) agent can learn to run a

power system through redispatch and topology-changing actions. It considers a 12-bus sys-

tem consisting of both dispatchable and non-dispatchable generators, such as nuclear and

wind, respectively. Since a modern electrical grid with distributed generation can no longer be

simplified based on unidirectional models of power flow, a data-driven approach is required to

handle the emerging dynamics and increased complexity. To maintain quality-of-service the

agent must learn actions that reduce the overcurrent in power lines and prevent disruptions

due to lost generation or changes in load. For training the agent, a simulated environment is

used since this allows easy and reliable access to all measurements as well as the ability to

reset the state at any point to find better solutions. However, using DRL on a safety-critical

system is not yet standard in industry given the black-box nature of such algorithms. Con-

sequently – while transfer learning might allow execution on a real environment – the agents

we are developing can best be used to provide guidance to human operators or to investigate

historical data.
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Efficient trading in short-term electricity markets for in-

tegration of renewable energy sources

P. Shinde
Funding: Swedish Energy Agency

The major focus of this project has been in two directions:

1. On developing an agent-based model to simulate and analyze the interaction of vari-

ous types of agents in the cross-border continuous intraday (CID) electricity market with

different delivery products. The trading agents modeled in the framework include re-

newable producers, consumers, storage, and thermal power producers. Additionally, a

market operator agent is modeled to clear the market and cross-border capacities are up-

dated accordingly either by available transfer capacity or flow-based capacity allocation

method.

2. Modeling the problem of optimal participation of a portfolio of hydro, wind, and thermal

power generation assets in the CID markets as a multistage stochastic programming

(MSSP) problem. The proposed MSSP problem was tackled by a modified version of a

decomposition technique called as stochastic dual dynamic integer programming. A sim-

ilar MSSP was formulated for EV aggregators participating in the CID market where the

proposed problem was solved by another decomposition technique which is randomized

progressive hedging algorithm
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New market design impact on hydro power operation in

presence of large scale wind power

A. Khodadadi
Funding: Swedish Energy Agency

Sweden and many other countries are moving towards an electricity system with a large pro-

portion of solar and wind power. These types of power have a varying production and pro-

duction must be continuously balanced. The balancing takes place in Sweden and the Nordic

region, preferably with hydropower, but it is not always in the same area as the variation caused

by wind power and electricity consumption. A challenge in this context is how the market should

be designed in detail and how the owners of the hydropower plants will run their works. Hydro-

electric power stations are, in Sweden, linked to rivers and with restrictions in the form of water

estates, reservoirs and available water. At the same time, this hydropower will, to a greater

extent, need to be continuously controlled with, possibly, continuously changed parameters.

The purpose of this project is to study in more detail different ways of managing hydropower

operations and planning in a new era with considerably more variable production, more control

and observability, new requirements for balancing and opportunities for completely different

market solutions and to see which technical and market solutions can be suitable by modeling

these and studying the effectiveness of the resulting power system operation.
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Parameter Estimation of Multiphase Machines

G. Falk Olson
Funding: KTH

Applications in the renewable energy sector demand robust, reliable and torque-dense gener-

ator units to decrease the cost of ownership. Today, three-phase machines of various types

prevail, due to their wide availability “off-the-shelf” and well-understood drivelines.

However, with the advent of versatile power electronic converters, it is possible to connect a

generator with any arbitrary number of phases to the grid. In particular, multiphase machines

with more than three phases are attractive because they offer a more ideal air-gap flux, better

fault-handling capabilities and higher reliability as compared to their three-phase counterparts.

For example, a more ideal air-gap flux translates directly to higher efficiency. As a result, more

attention has recently been drawn to multiphase machines as viable generator alternatives in

wind-power plants.

This project started in September 2019 and aims to develop offline (“benchtop”) and online

(“operating machine”) parameter-estimation techniques for multiphase machines. Such esti-

mations are crucial for safe and efficient operation and has been identified as a key research

area to promote the adoption of multiphase machines in the industry.
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Modular Electric Machinery

K. Bitsi
Funding: Swedish Energy Agency

The development of electric vehicles (EVs) is one of the most promising ways to ensure a

sustainable energy future. As the market of EVs is constantly expanding, car manufacturers

are seeking ways to produce highly efficient and economically viable electrical drive systems

(EDS). The goal of this work is to investigate and propose suitable modular integrated EDS

topologies for automotive applications. These topologies constitute a low-cost and fault-tolerant

proposal that can be adapted in the current series-production of EVs.

The project milestones include: (1) Investigation of modular multiphase electrical machines

suitable for traction applications, (2) electromagnetic study and thermal analysis of the selected

modular topologies, (3) optimization of the examined models based on the required specs and

(4) experimental validation of the results obtained through the overall examination.

K. Bitsi et al., “Many-objective Optimization of IPM and Induction Motors for Automotive Appli-

cation” 2019 21st European Conference on Power Electronics and Applications (EPE’19 ECCE

Europe), Genova, 2019.
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Efficient hydro power modelling in presence of volatile

wind power

E. Blom
Funding: KTH-Digitalization

With an increasing share of wind power and other variable energy sources in the Swedish

power system the balancing requirements also increase. Due to its flexibility, hydropower pro-

vides much of this balancing power. To assess future balancing requirements, security of

supply and analyze potential investments, power system models are a helpful tool. However,

for computational tractability simplifications of the power system are often imperative.

Since hydropower plays an important role in the Swedish power system, it should also be

included in the modelling. Nonetheless, there are many challenges concerning hydropower

models; the electricity production nonlinearly depends on water discharge and head height,

there are forbidden zones of operation, and the inflow varies and presents an uncertainty. Fur-

thermore, in Sweden the hydropower stations are hydrologically connected in long and often

complex river systems. Including these attributes in the model typically make it computation-

ally heavy. Thus for incorporation in larger power system models significant simplifications are

required.

The aim of this project is to develop optimally reduced Equivalent models of hydropower to

replace a more detailed model for power system simulations. The Equivalent models should

mimic the behavior, e.g. hourly power production, flexibility and water usage, of a more detailed

hydropower model, but with a reduced computation time.
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Reduced vulnerability and risk mitigation in the power

grid

M. Bergkvist

There are significant upcoming challenges for the Nordic power grid. While we are decom-

missioning large controllable power sources, such as nuclear power, we see an increase of

variable power sources, such as wind. The new variable sources are also to a large extent dis-

tributed, compared to our traditional centralized production and unidirectional power transport

from producer to consumer. The integration of these new sources makes the power grid more

complex with a more complicated power transport in the grid and increased uncertainty as the

production from the new sources is more stochastic.

This project focuses on two areas: The ability of the power grid to handle a high share of elec-

tricity produces from variable renewable power sources, such as wind, and the ability for the

power grid to handle natural disasters with significant impact. The project aims at studying the

vulnerability to give guidelines for risk mitigation of both controllable, and renewable variable

power sources.

Figure 1: Contribution from nuclear, thermal, IRE and net load (hydro + import - export) for the year

2014. For scenarios 1 and 2, the results for the mixes optimized to reduce the variation are shown.

J Olauson et al., “Net load variability in Nordic countries with a highly or fully renewable power

system” Nature Energy 1 (12), 16175.
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Experimental validation of models for novel permanent

magnets without rare earth metals

S. Eriksson
Funding: J Gust Richert foundation

The purpose of this project is to experimentally verify and test models for electric machines

with new magnets without rare earth metals. A long-term goal is to contribute to the develop-

ment towards a society with more renewable energy and a more electrified transport sector,

while at the same time reducing dependence on rare earth metals. This is done through the

development of new magnetic materials and part of that work is to understand how new mag-

nets, which are expected to have non-linear magnetic properties, behave in electric machines.

To increase this understanding, new non-linear models for new magnetic materials are being

developed in a project funded by the Swedish Research Council. The project sought is to verify

the models developed and to apply the results by building an electric machine with non-linear

magnets and tested. Since no new magnets are available, the models will be verified with

destructive tests.

Alnico magnets, which is an existing non-linear material that is available with many different

compositions and properties. Furthermore, a prototype of an electric machine will be built

where the magnets should be interchangeable and where the magnetic field can be measured

during operation. The experiments are expected to increase the understanding of non-linear

magnetic materials and how they behave in electric machines.
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Modelling novel nonlinear permanent magnet materials

for energy applications

S. Eriksson
Funding: Swedish Research Council (VR)

There are several ongoing research projects with the aim to find novel, rare earth metal free

permanent magnets to substitute the commonly used neodymium-iron-boron magnets. To fa-

cilitate this research and evaluate possible magnet candidates there is a need for nonlinear

material models to model magnets in electrical machines. The neodymium-iron-boron mag-

nets can be modelled with linear models whereas preliminary results indicate novel materials to

have nonlinear magnetic properties. This research project aims at developing a computation-

ally efficient method for modelling nonlinear materials for use in existing finite element method

based simulation tools for electrical machines connected to an electrical circuit. The method

will be experimentally verified. Ones the method is verified it will be used to investigate the

stability of nonlinear magnets when used in electrical machines with the goal to determine how

nonlinear a material can be to be considered a candidate as a permanent magnet for electrical

machines. Previous results indicate that the stability of a material’s magnetic properties might

not be as important for large slow-rotating wind power generators as for high-speed electrical

motors, so the materials will be evaluated for different applications. The research will be per-

formed by a PhD student and the main applicant during four years. An overall goal with this

project is to contribute to a more sustainable society.
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Design of a Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator

with Alnico Magnets

F. Lopez, A. Ibrayeva, S. Eriksson
Funding: StandUp for Energy

Following the trends to diminish the fossil fuel energy production tendency, new technologies

known for their renewable sources have become a significant option for helping combat climate

change and the current oil prices. These new technologies base their power production on

already established physical principles that convert mechanical power to electrical power.

Generators are the fundamental piece of machinery for electricity production. Among the var-

ious types of generators that exist, permanent magnet synchronous generators (PMSGs) are

commonly used for renewable electricity production. For instance, wind power production. At

present, the most used magnets for PMSGs are alloys of neodymium, iron, and boron which

form a tetragonal crystalline structure known as the Neodymium magnet (NdFeB). These types

of magnets are expensive and contain rare-earth materials, which makes them highly non-

sustainable materials.

Research to find new magnet compositions to substitute rare earth magnets or to reduce the

weight and increase the efficiency of PMSGs is currently being studied. Other researches are

looking to optimize lower-performance magnets such as Alnico magnets [2]. This project falls

in the last one.

With the help of a finite element analysis (FEA) software COMSOL Multiphysics three types of

Alnico grades 5, 8 and 9 were implemented in the rotor of a spoke type generator to study the

load limits of the rotor magnets, and together with this observe the demagnetization and impact

that it has on the power production of the generator, in two different scenarios: 1) When the

generator is connected to a nominal load under normal conditions and 2) when the generator

is connected to a nominal load after a short circuit.

The simulations provided an insight into the load limitations that the generator poses by each

type of Alnico studied. Alnico 9 showed to be the most outstanding magnet from the three

magnets implemented with less demagnetization and higher electrical power output, followed

by Alnico 8, which presented a good electrical power output at the nominal load scenario.

Regardless of the higher demagnetization of Alnico 5, it proved to be a better candidate than

Alnico 8 at the SC.
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Increased utilization of the grid with combined solar-

and wind power parks

D. Lingfors, J. Arnqvist
Funding: Swedish Energy Agency

Many wind farms are located on open areas due to good wind conditions. The distance to

the existing electricity grid is often long, which means high connection costs. Since electricity

production from wind power is negatively correlated with solar power, the utilization rate and

thus the economy for the connection can be improved if a solar park is placed next to the wind

farm. The project aims to map the most resource-efficient locations for combined solar and

wind farms in Sweden. It will also, through high-resolution measurements at transformers in

connection with solar, wind and hybrid parks, increase the understanding of how the electricity

grid, and components therein, are affected. With an increased share of solar and wind power

in the electricity system, it becomes increasingly important to forecast production. By collecting

validation data, the difference in the forecast error can therefore be studied for a hybrid park

versus separate solar and wind farms. The project spans four years and apart from David Ling-

fors at the Department of Civil and Industrial Engineering as responsible for solar assessment,

a PhD student will be involved as well as Johan Arnqvist at the Department of Earth Sciences

who will be responsible for the wind energy part
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Lean Wind Power to Grid - Wind forecasting and dy-

namic rating

P. Hilber, S. Ivanell
Funding: Swedish Energy Agency

Novel selection methods of electrical components for connecting new wind parks are inves-

tigated. Main scope is related to power transformers, while also targeting lines and cables.

Prestudies show that many wind farm transformers are oversized with regards to capacity and

lifetime compared to the wind farm itself, resulting in too high CAPEX. Analysis of existing

transformers indicates oversizing; decreasing investment costs by around 20% would have

been possible. Dynamic rating can assist a process of de-scaling power transformers for new

wind farm projects, by real-time monitoring of capacity. Wind farms are almost unique in that

their load coincides with component cooling. While the benefit is clear, the development of a

new paradigm is a challenge requiring more information on wind farm planning and wind re-

source data. The project combines knowledge on wind resource, dynamic rating and specific

design of power components for a lean wind power integration.
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Fault tolerance in multiphase electrical machines

Y. Wu
Funding: KTH

Green, reliable and affordable energy is the corner stone of a modern society. With the increas-

ing power of modern wind turbines, the supply of the generator are shifting towards multiple

three-phase converter sets to reduce the load for the semiconductor devices. With a shift in

control, the same hardware can operate as a multiphase machine. In case of a fault, mul-

tiphase machines offer true fault tolerance. It is the ability of the drive system to exclude a

faulty phase only and continue the drive operation with the remaining healthy phases, without

necessarily shutting down other phases. The cost of ownership for an electric drive consist

of the cost of purchase, cost of running and cost of NOT running. While the first two may

seem obvious, the third one stands for down time after a fault until repair. Especially in wind

turbines, down time can be up to multiple days and thus cause high costs. Multiphase ma-

chines offer minimized costs of not running by providing post-fault operation at lower power,

reducing the down time. This project aims at a control scheme for multiphase machines with

variable phase/pole configuration in a first step. Subsequently, control for post-fault operation

is investigated. The start of the project was in November 2019 and is aimed to be finished in

2024.
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Over-current capability of SiC Converters

S. Bhadoria
Funding: ABB and KTH

With the increasing demand for high temperature of the converter, SiC has found applications

in almost every strata of electronics including PV, EV and power system. This project aims

at investigating the limitations for over-current applications and hence, high temperature appli-

cations. Over-current applications include fault operations for few milliseconds. This situation

leads to high junction temperature of semiconductor dies. The project also includes investiga-

tions of the kinds of failure modes of power modules due to bond wires and their replacements.

Solutions might include having thicker metallisation, removing bond wires, using PCM near

junction and using press pack modules.

By the end of this project, we should be able to comment upon the modifications to be done in

existing power modules and give guidelines to the industries for high junction temperature ap-

plications. These modules will have application wherever high temperature and over-currents

will be needed.
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Multi-stage electricity markets under uncertainty of wind

power: Theory and Analysis

S. Mohammadi
Funding: Swedish Energy Agency

Share of wind turbines in generating electricity is extensively on the rise in the Swedish power

system. This leads to more uncertainties in electricity markets and influences the prices such

as historical negative prices. Therefore, electricity markets have to be re-designed with pres-

ence of increasing renewable penetration level to provide adequate incentives for market par-

ticipants and lead to low-carbon power. Optimal operation of electricity markets requires an

accurate and practical model for multi-stage electricity markets with the aim of employing re-

newable energies. This requires working on challenges both in theory and operational analy-

ses. Strong theoretical model provides optimal solution to the multi-stage markets and provides

optimal bidding for wind turbine operators. Furthermore, practical approaches to analyze op-

eration of the multi-stage markets guides wind turbine operators in short-time such as intraday

electricity markets. Where time is a much more valuable asset to get as close as possible to

the optimal bidding in practice. We believe it is possible to compute the optimal bidding by

a wind power producer in a multi-stage market and develop an approach to put it in practice

where time is more beneficial. In this project, theory of the multi-stage electricity markets is

analyzed. Mathematical models will be developed to study the interaction of different stages of

the market on each other. The day-ahead market, intra-day market, and real-time markets are

primary focus of this study. But the studies will be also useful for analyzing the hedge markets.
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Simulation of power systems with major share of pro-

duction via power electronics

A. Clark

Power-electronics based wind generation that is interconnected to bulk electric power systems

has risen significantly in recent years. Considering the current converter technology, as renew-

able generation expands there will be several implications that could burden system operators,

responsible for maintaining the stability of power systems. Therefore, as wind penetration con-

tinues to expand, it is important that large scale systems with high levels of wind generation

are accurately modeled and studied.

Positive sequence fundamental frequency (RMS) simulations with a larger time step are gen-

erally executed to analyze large systems due to computational ease. Whereas more detailed

electromagnetic transient time-domain simulations are not generally performed in this manner.

As a result, often there are studies carried out to validate the behavior of an RMS converter

model against its respective EMT model within a simplified test system. This is done to estab-

lish that the RMS converter model is able to accurately represent the converter behavior. Much

of the validation of RMS models against EMT models has been the application of small dis-

turbances applied to very simple systems. Whereas transient and frequency stability analysis

that is used to test the stability limit of larger systems has generally been done only as an RMS

simulation. As more renewable generation is incorporated into larger scale systems it will be

important to investigate the faster dynamics that are not represented in RMS simulations and

analyze the impact of those dynamics on the transient and frequency stability. The current fo-

cus of this project is to study the impact of gradual increase in penetration of non-synchronous

generation within a realistic test system. Specifically, to identify significant divergence in be-

havior between EMT and RMS simulations as renewable penetration is increased.
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